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The hunt is on… The hunt is on… 

Victoria Brie has a target on her back.Victoria Brie has a target on her back.

The assassin who killed Victoria’s parents has his eyes set on conquering her beloved hometown of Fairhaven… and

Victoria’s dark magic is the only thing standing in his way.

To beat him, Victoria has to go all in… even if it means sacrificing herself to win.To beat him, Victoria has to go all in… even if it means sacrificing herself to win.

It also means doing what she never thought she would do—acquiring more of the dark magic that made her a target

to begin with.

An ancient power lies deep within the labyrinth beneath a long-lost kemana called Lochrose. Once home to the most

influential witches and wizards, it now rots under the dominion of a horrifying beast… a monster only one witch has

ever escaped.

And Victoria has to face it head-on.

But as is always the case in Fairhaven, there’s more going on than meets the eye. The countdown has begun, and

Victoria is running out of time to save her home. With every turn, she risks being trapped in Lochrose forever… and

losing the people she cares about most to its winding depths. 
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This series is an enchanting urban fantasy saga with sarcastic ogres, wise-cracking wizards, and a brutally addictiveThis series is an enchanting urban fantasy saga with sarcastic ogres, wise-cracking wizards, and a brutally addictive

full-contact sport called Berserk. Your only regret will be not starting it sooner.full-contact sport called Berserk. Your only regret will be not starting it sooner.

WARNING! This story contains cursing because these eighteen-year-olds are honorable rebels. If cursing offends
you, you might not like this book.
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